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Queensland Opal has 
been successful in 
introducing tourists, 
serious fossickers and 
miners alike to the 
wonders and allure of 
the opal country of 
western Queensland 
since its first publication 
as a broadsheet in 1977. 

It remains a valuable guide to 
this unique Queensland 
gemstone, its locations and 
prospective areas, and the access 
to various fields and mines. The 
booklet and maps provide 
important information on opal, 
the region, and the history of 
opal mining in the State. 

We believe this newest edition 
will continue to satisfy the 
demand for information on opal. 
Updates have been made to the 
data on mine locations and their 
working sta~s, and to Mining 
District boundaries. A simplified 
geological background has also 
been added. (This was 
previously shown only in a 
reduced-scale panel in the map 
margin.) 

The emphasis on geology is 
intended to indicate the more 
prospective ground of the deeply 
weathered sections of the Winton 
Formation where opal is more 
likely to occur. As well, it is a 

PREFACE 
map of the outcropping rocks of 
the country, and can be used 
whilst travelling the highways, 
minor roads, and bush tracks, 
not only to indicate good opal 
country, but also to reflect the 
landforms of the region. 

The publication of Queensland 
Opal is a joint development of 
the Department of Minerals and 
Energy, the Winton Shire 
Council and the Department of 
Business, Industry and Regional 
Development. 
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Precious opal is one of 
the world's most versatile 
and beautiful 
gemstones, having a 
depth, pattern and 
variety of colour ranging 
from sparkling crystal to 
the unsurpassed 
brilliance of boulder 
opal. 

In ancient times, opal was 
included among the noble gems, 
especially by the Romans. Many 
superstitions have centred 
around this stone. In Asia, it is 
supposed to be lucky, as it was in 
the Middle Ages in Europe. In 
some modern western societies, 
it is regarded as unlucky. 

Australia has been favoured with 
the world's largest and best 

INTRODUCTION 
quality deposits of precious opal 
- the famed black opal of 
Lightning Ridge in New South 
Wales; the white opal from South 
Australia's Coober Pedy, 
Andamooka, and Mintabie; and 
the unique part of this 
endowment, the Queensland 
boulder opal. 

Boulder opal is a gemstone of 
unique and exquisite character, 
with an unsurpassed brilliance 
and play of colour found in no 
other precious stone, and a 
stability and permanence in its 
natural ironstone backing. It is 
found only in the arid western 
part of the state. 
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OPAL 
COUNTRY 

The vast, rugged opal 
country of western 
Queensland stretches 
some 1 OOO km from the 
New South Wales border 
north to Kynuna, and 
over 300 km west of the 
Longreach-Blackall
Charleville centres. 

It is an arid, ancient landscape of 
flat grassed expanses dotted with 
tough low stands of hardy 
gidgee, flat topped, yellow
brown mesas seemingly thrust . 
from the lowland plains of an 
ancient scape. The bright, crisp, 
sharp and hard colours of this 
west country are contrasted by 
the blue cloudless sky. 

The broad, sandy creek and river 
beds braid the country, dry for 
all but the short wet-season. 
They drain into the famous 
channels - the Cooper, 
Diamantina, the Paroo, the 
Warrego. These are the alluvial 
descendants of the mighty 
systems which carved and 
eroded the original surface, 
producing broad expanses of 
sandy alluvium covering vast 
areas of the country, and leaving 
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remnant mesas as the only 
evidence of past landforms. 

This country has a history full of 
interest. More than two dozen 
Aboriginal tribes roamed this 
sparsely vegetated land prior to 
the coming of Europeans. In 
1861, the ill-fated Burke and 
Wills were the first Europeans to 
pass through this country. · 
Despite their disaster, they were 
closely followed by the Duracks 
who settled the historic 
Thylungra Station, creating the 
famous cattle dynasty on 
gigantic tracts of good grazing 
land. 

Other pioneers followed, 
opening up the outback country 
not long before the turn of the 
century, settling in the harsh 
wilderness which was then 
devoid of a permanent water 
supply and remote from towns. 
With the introduction of artesian 
bore drilling which provided 
perennial water for stock, the 
outback came alive. 

Today, huge sheep and cattle 
stations sprawl over thousands 
of square kilometres. Cattle are 
transported swiftly along 
hundreds of kilometres of beef 
roads in huge road trains instead 
of the droving teams of 
yesteryear. The larger towns in 
this region have all modern 
facilities and the smaller ones 
have the necessary amenities for 
travellers. Holiday visitors are 
welcome on some of the larger 
properties. 



Longreach, Blackall and 
Charleville are the commercial 
centres of Queensland' s central
west merino wool and beef cattle 
producing areas. Famous merino 
studs are renowned in the area. 
Winton is the outlet for cattle 
raised in the Channel Country. 
'Banjo' Paterson immortalised a 
local story in the ballad 
'Waltzing Matilda' while staying 
at Dagworth Station in the 
Winton area during 1895. 
QANTAS airline was founded in 
Winton in 1920. 

Most recently, oil discoveries and 
exploitation of the southwest 
oilfields of the Cooper Basin 
have opened up the areas west of 
Thargomindah. 

And for the tourist, the 
Stockmans Hall of Fame at 
Longreach and improved access 
to the opal fields via the Matilda 
Highway have recently added 
further to the tourist attractions 
of the west. 

Serious opal miners have worked 
this country since the last part of 
last century, using early 

techniques of hand mining to 
today's mechanised methods. 
They are a hardy breed of 
independent souls, made tough 
by the hard physical work and 
the living conditions. Their 
contribution to the state has been 
to see boulder opal recognised as 
one of the major gemstones of 
the world. 

The opal fields are increasingly 
presented as a tourist 
destination. August in 
Cunnamulla and Eulo is 'Festival 
of Opals' time. The event is one 
of Queensland' s leading 
gemstone festivals, characterised 
by opal treasure hunts, lizard 
races, and other humorous bush 
sports reminiscent of the pioneer 
days. 

Several opal fields throughout 
the region offer the tourist an 
opportunity of that holiday with 
a difference - a restful break in 
the solitude of the great outback, 
with the added possibility of 
gathering a reasonable collection 
of opal specimens. 
(pictured below: Search for the 
boulder level, Brighton Downs) 
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CLIMATE 

Most of the area is semi
arid to arid with a warm 
to hot climate for a lot of 
the year. 

The area encompasses much of 
the hottest region of the State. 
Maximum temperatures in 
excess of 50°C have been 
recorded. The usual maximum 
daytime temperatures in summer 
are between 37°C and 40°C, with 
minimums between 23°C and 
25°C. Winter temperatures range 
from 20°C to 25°C during the day 
but at night can fall quite low, 
about S°C, especially in the 
southern areas. The gradual 
transition of day (maximum) and 
night time (minimum) 

ACCESS 

Access to many of the 
fields is good during dry 
weather, although those 
in the more remote · 
areas are difficult to 
reach except by four-

r-{IJ . wheel drive vehicle. 
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temperatures from summer
winter-summer is shown on the 
columnar graphs displayed on 
the Regional Data map, for 
representative centres. Frosts are 
normally encountered during the 
period from the end of May to 
the end of August. 

Summer rains account for up to 
80% of the annual total rainfall in 
the northern area, and 60% in the 
south. Median summer and 
winter rainfalls are shown on the 
Regional Data map. Drought 
incidence is high in the region, 
rising to extreme to the west of 
Thargomindah. 

Prevailing winds in summer are 
south to southeast. During 
winter, a northeast tendency 
prevails during the morning with 
a near direct reversal to the south 
and southwest in the afternoon. 
Thunderstorms are prevalent 
throughout the year but are most 
frequent during late spring to 
early summer. 

The best months for motoring are 
April to September. It is unwise 
to undertake a fossicking trip to 
the opal fields during the 
summer season which usually 
brings intense heat and heavy 
rain. After rainy periods, many 
of the roads and tracks become 
impassable. Conditions should 
be checked with the RACQ 
service or the local police for the 
main access roads and highways. 
Information on bush track access 
often can be assessed locally. 



Although opal is 
believed to have been 
found in South Australia 
as early as the 1840s, the 
first recorded discoveries 
in Queensland were 
made in 1872 at Listowel 
Downs near Adavale 
and at a site near 
Sp~ingsure. 

Commercial production in 
Queensland did not occur until 
the 1890s with the developi:nent 
of fields such as K ynuna, 
Opalton, Kyabra, Yowah, Koroit 
and Hungerford. This short 
period of prosperity peaked in 
1895 when opal production, then 
valued at £32 750, was recorded. 
Mining activity was seriously 
curtailed by the widespread 
drought conditions which 
persisted through the late 1890s 
and into the early 1900s. 

In this period, production from 
White Cliffs in New South Wales 
outstripped that from 
Queensland and was augmented 
in 1905 by the start of 
commercial exploitation of the 
Lightning Ridge deposit. In 
South Australia, development of 
the Coober Pedy and 
Andamooka fields began in 1915 
and 1930, respectively. At the 
end of World War II, a 
significant increase in demand 
for opal coincided with the 
discovery of rich deposits near 
Coober Pedy and from that time 

MINING HISTORY 

the bulk of Australia's 
production has come from the 
South Australian fields. 

In fact, from 1900 to 1957, 
Hayricks mine, northwest of 
Quilpie, was almost alone in opal 
production in Queensland. 

Several interrelated factors 
caused a renewal of interest and 
rapid expansion in opal mining 
during the 1960s, particularly in 
New South Wales and South 
Australia. The growing 
instability of international 
currencies and high inflation 
rates led to a significant increase 
in the local and overseas demand 
for all gemstones, which became 
increasingly popular as a form of 
investment. In the boom days of 
the late 1960s, finance and 
equipment was readily available 
for the establishment of new 
large-scale mining ventures, and 
some small companies were 
active in prospecting for opal. 

Despite the collapse of the 
mining boom in the early 1970s, 
the opal industry continued to 
grow until 1974. Queensland felt 
a strong upsurge in interest in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
with the number of active opal 
miners reaching a maximum in 
1973-1974. After this, adverse 
economic conditions caused a 
slight downturn in mining 
activity. 
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After several years of relative 
stagnation, the mid-1980s saw 
another resurgence in the opal 
industry. Although the current 
number and value of opal mines 
worked in western Queensland 
is not accurately known, it is 
conservatively estimated that 
opal worth several tens of 
millions of dollars was won in 
the period 1970-1988. 

OPAL FIELDS 

There are local areas 
throughout the region 
where opal mines, 
prospects and 
occurrences are 
concentrated. 

Some have small settlements, 
such as Yowah; others have 
become well known only 
recently through opal 
prospecting and discovery. All 
the fields are shown on the 
accompanying map. 

Yowah field is the southernmost 
field and includes Black Gate as 
well as the town of Yow ah. It is 
the most popular field for 
fossickers . Yow ah itself is 
serviced with tourist amenities 
and easily accessible from the 
main roads. It has shops, petrol, 
telephone, permanent bore water -----ll01 . and a significant population, 
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During the past 20 years, 
increased public mobility and 
leisure time has led to an 
upsurge in tourism in general 
and, in particular, a growing 
interest in lapidary and 
gemmology. This has brought 
large numbers of professional 
miners, amateur prospectors, and 
tourists to the fields. 

particularly during the winter 
months. 

Koroit field, east of Yow ah is the 
smallest and one of the oldest. 

The Tomnpine field, south and 
east of the rather unique 
Toompine pub, includes past 
underground and opencut 
workings of Lushingtons and 
Coparella and the small 
settlement of Duck Creek, north 
of Y owah. There, the local miners 
have opal for sale. 

Kyabra-Eromanga field is to the 
west and north of Eromanga. It 
was one of the largest producing 
fields dotted with numerous 
mines and workings. To the 
west, some of the best known 
mines include the Seven Wonders 
and Little Wonder. To the north 
are the Quartpot and Hammonds, 
where the huge opencuts have 
exposed old adits of the original 
underground workings. 

Quilpie field includes some of 
the more productive mines of 
recent times - Pinkilla, Bull Creek, 



Harlequin, and probably the most 
famous mine of all, the Hayricks. 

Bulgroo field to the north covers 
the Cheviot Range, with the 
Bulgroo or German's and to the 
north, Budgerigar. 

The Yaraka field includes the 
mines in the Macedon Range, 
such as Mount Tighe, one of the 
main opal sources for Brisbane 
and Cairns retail outlets. 

The Opalton-Mayneside field 
has a fair population of resident 
miners working operations of 
various sizes. The largest 
concentrations· of workings are in 
the Opal Creek and Horse Creek 
areas. The field features relics of 
the once busy town of Opalton 
and attracts large numbers of 
tourists. Many go on coach tours, 
indicating that the road to the 
field is reasonably good. 

The Jundah field west of Jundah 

Mining activity of any 
kind comes under the 
control of the various 
Acts administered by the 
Department of Minerals 
and Energy. 

over the Thomson River is also 
easily accessible. It includes the 
Jundah and the Opillville mines. 

The Davenport-Palparara field 
is probably the most recent 
addition to the recognised fields. 
It lies west of Hardings Range 
and access is difficult. The mines 
of note are Jerry's and the 
Chinaman, though other sites 
have been worked in the Thomas 
Mountains. 

Kynuna field is the furthest 
north. South from Kynuna and 
west of Dagworth Station, mines 
include Red Flash and Blue 
Speck. Further workings are 
known to the southwest, on 
Woodstock, Chiltern Hills, 
Franklin and Brighton Downs, all 
west of the Diamantina. 

Other known workings are 
scattered throughout the whole 
opal area, but do not fall 
within the confines of the map8. 

MINING REGULATIONS 
Although many miners allow 
tourists to prospect or 'speck' 
over their dumps, you should 
remember that unauthorised 
entry onto anyone else's mining 
claim or lease is trespassing. 

Intending fossickers or miners Always get permission before 
should consult the local Mining entering an area held under 
Registrars at QuHpie or Winton, mining tenure; for other areas, a 
or the Department in Brisbane Prospecting Permit is most 
for the legislative requirements. appropriate. 
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Opal, a hydrated form of 
silica in which water is 
chemically bonded in 
varying amounts, is 
common throughout the 
world. 

Its chemical formula is 
Si0

2
.nH

2
0 where the water 

content ranges from one to 21 
percent, and between six and 10 
percent for precious opal. 

There are two main forms of opal 
recognised - precious opal and 
common opal. That division is 
based on the presence or absence 
of the play of colours. 

Precious opal exhibits the 
characteristic play of spectral 
colours. 

Common opal is mostly opaque 
and shows no play of colours. 
When common opal is found in 
association with precious opal it 

Most opal is common - precious 
opal showing brilliant spectral 
colours is comparatively rare. 

The microstructure and origin of 
precious opal were investigated 
by several researchers including 
J.V. Sanders and P.J. Darragh of 
the CSIRO, and J.A Ingram and 
B.R. Senior of the Bureau of 
Mineral Resources. Many ideas 
presented here are derived from 
reports by these and other 
workers. 

Amorphous structure 
The mineral's physical attributes 
are of note: X-ray diffraction 
studies show that all except the 
volcanically derived forms of 
opal are amorphous, the 
diffraction pattern displaying as 
a broad diffuse band. This rton-
crystalline nature is unlike most 
other gemstones. Opal is really a 
hardened gel of hydrated silica. 

Body colours 
The background or body colour of 
the opal ranges from transparent 
through translucent and almost 
colourless to milky white, pale 
coloured to dark greys and black. 
This colour is imparted by 
disseminated impurities in the 
silica - iron oxides for yellows 
and reds to darker colours, 
manganese oxides and organic 
carbon imparting the black to 
datk colours. Very fine gas filled 
cavities cause white to greyish 
light colours. 

Black opal, with a body colour 

j 
T 

. 

is known as potch . 
. · 12 1---· ----------------~ 
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from a dark grey to black and the 
full play of colours, is the most 
valuable variety of all. Its 
occurrence in Australia is largely 
confined to the Lightning Ridge 
field in New South Wales. Some 
rare boulder opal approaches this 
quality. 

Milk or white opal exhibits its 
play of colours within a white to 
cream body colour. Most notable 
is the white opal of South 
Australia, but a similar body 
colour is also known from some 
boulder opal. 

Play of colours 
The brilliant range of precious 
opal's play of colours is due to the 
mineral structure. Modem 
electron microscope studies have 
shown that opal is composed of 
numerous minute spheres from 
0.0001 mm to 0.0005 mm in 
diameter packed in particular 
arrays. In common opal the 
spheres are irregularly packed, 
whereas in precious opal they are 
arranged in orderly rows and 
layers. Each sphere is made up of 
a central nucleus with one or 
more concentric shells of primary 
silica particles. 

The regular packing in precious 
opal acts as a three-dimensional 
diffraction grating to transmitted 
light and gives the spectacular 
play of colours unique to this 
gem. Studies of opal have shown 
that the number of shells of 
primary silica particles 
comprising each sphere 
determines the colour of the gem. 

Patterns 
Another unique feature of 
precious opal is the pattern of 
colours associated with the play 
of colours. A whole range of 
patterns differentiate the various 
types. Some of the more common 
are listed here. 

Harlequin opal has a mosaic or 
chequered pattern of coloured 
patches. It is the rarest and the 
most sought after. 

Fire opal shows flashes of 
predominantly red, orange, and 
yellow within transparent to 
translucent stones of pale yellow 
to red body colour. 

Pin fire or pin opal is composed 
of closely spaced specks of 
brilliant colour. 

In flame opal, the colour may be 
seen as red bands or streaks, 
whereas, 

In flash opal it appears as 
sudden brilliant flashes. 

In girasol the play of colours 
appears as a floating internal 
light. 

Various patterns are illustrated 
in the colour centrefold. 
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OPAL CLASSIFICATION 

Classification of opal 
types has not been 
universally standardised 
in the past. 

Terms such as boulder opal, 
sandstone opal, matrix opal and 
pipe opal were somewhat 
ambiguous, there being 
considerable variation in the 
meaning of the different terms. 
Furthermore, the terminology of 
the opal miner is rather vague, 
with some words meaning 
different things to different 
people. The following definitions 
may allow some uniformity. 

There are many types and 
varieties of precious opal, but 
western Queensland is 
renowned for boulder opal 

Boulder opal describes opal 
found within ironstone 
concretions of varying shape and 
size. The boulder shape is 
generally elongated or ellipsoidal 
with the long axis orientated 
horizontally, and the size ranges 
up to three metres in length and 
breadth and one metre in 
thickness. The direction of 
elongation usually parallels the 
bedding in the enclosing 
sandstone. 
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The boulders may be confined to 
one or more zones known as 
boulder levels, or may be 
erratically distributed through 
the sandstone. Their 
composition ranges from 
sandstone types which consist of 
a rim or crust of ferruginised 
sandstone surrounding a 
sandstone core, and ironstone 
types which are composed 
almost. totally of iron oxides. 
Commonly, these concretions 
have a concentrically banded 
structure and precious opal may 
fill concentric, radial, or random 
cracks, particularly on the 
underside of the concretion. 

Only a small proportion of 
boulders contain precious opal of 
any economic value. Boulder 
opal is widely distributed 
·throughout western Queensland 
and is the State's most significant 
source of precious opal. 

Boulder Varieties 
Like other precious opal, there 
are many varieties of boulder 
opal defined on body colour, 
play of colour, and patterns. A 
specific nomenclature for the 
variations has been proposed by 
the Australian Gemmological 
Association to standardise the 
names for miners, gemstone 
buyers and all associated with 
the gemstone industry. 

• Boulder black or black 
boulder opal. This rare, 
very valuable Queensland 
opal rivals Lightning Ridge 
black opal in both the 

I 



Mesas in the rough and arid opal country of northeast Queensland. 

Hammonds Open-cut mine, Eromanga-Kyabra field: the old underground 
workings reveal the boulder level in the deeply weathered, flat lying 
sediments. 



Mt Tighe boulder opal of 
7 6 carats valued at $3 7 OOO 

Below left: An unusual 
picture opal from 
Blackgate suggests Mt Fuji 
in a blue sea! 

Above: A beautiful 
opal kernel in a 
Yowah nut 

The "Picasso" from the 
Yowah field 



Pipe Opal "Butterfly wing" 
mosaic from Yowah 

Seam Opal 

Ray Greenwood gouging for Yowah nuts using traditional methods. 

Black Boulder, 
Magnesite 

Polished Yowah nut Mt Tighe boulder, 
72 carats 



Above: Eromanga semi-black boulder face with floral pattern 

Solids, Doublets 
and Triplets 

Solids are stones that have 
been cut and polished. 
Offen they have a natural 
backing of black patch or 
ironstone giving durability. 

Doublets are usually two 
pieces of opal cemented 
together, using a thin high 
grade light opal on a black 
patch or glass back. 

Triplets are doublets with 
clear domed caps of glass or 
quartz cemented to the 
face, protecting the opal 
and magnifying the pattern. 



seam and nobbies commonly 
contain thin, horizontal veins 
and random flecks of brilliantly 
coloured precious opal. 
Immediately above the seam, 
opal dirt is commonly found . 

• Sandstone opal - dark 
brown, ferruginous 
sandstone impregnated 
with pin points of precious 
opal. 

The sandstone opal is formed by 
replacement of the matrix of the 
sandstone and is found 
impregnating the ferruginous 
sandstone 20 to 30 centimetres 
above the seam. 

• Pipe opal - crystal opal 
cut from solid opal 
recovered from unique 
pipe-like structures. 
Sometimes sandstone is 
retained on the backs. 

The pipes may be up to several 
centimetres in diameter and may 

GEMSTONE CUTTING 

Opal, being somewhat 
more brittle Qnd softer 
than other gemstones 
and usually opaque, is 
rarely faceted but rather 
cut and polished into 
cabochon mountings. 

QUEENSLAND OPAL 

be hollow or opal filled. They 
may swell and thin or coalesce 
with others to form knotted 
masses. Their formation is 
possibly joint controlled, or they 
may represent zones of higher 
permeability within the 
sandstone which acted as 
channel-ways for descending 
waters. 

Wood opal refers to opal which 
forms in tube-like shapes by the 
replacement of woody tissue, 
particularly in the opal dirt or in 
the mudstone underlying a 
seam. 

These may be solid stones, or 
doublets (where a backing of 
dark-coloured potch or similar 
material is affixed to an opal 
cabochon), or triplets (where a 
thin slice of opal has a quartz or 
glass ea pping fixed to the top as 
well as being backed) . 

It is also possible to produce 
natural doublets, where some of 
the rock or ironstone is left 
attached to one side of the opal 
as a natural backing. 



The value of an opal is 
difficult to assess, 
requiring considerable 
experience and often 
years of practice. 

To some degree, it is subjective 
because of the many factors 
which must be considered. The 
evaluation process must take into 
account the size of the cut stone, 
the perfection of the cut and 
polish but not the shape. 
However, the more obvious 
factors are the body colour and 
the play of colours. 

For body colours black or dark 
colours are more valuable than 
white or light. 

For play of colours, several 
aspects are important: 

• extent of the play of 
colours, so it is complete 
and even all over the stone 
with no 'dead' patches. 

• 

• 

• 

VALUATION OF OPALS 

pattern of the play of 
colour - the harlequin 
pattern is the rarest and 
considered the most 
valuable. 

intensity or brilliance of 
pure spectral colours 
which should be sharp. 
This is controlled by the 
transparency of the body 
colour. 

actual colours present. The 
highest value is for the full 
spectrum of colour, 
especially red and the 
rarely seen violet and 
purple. 

Soundness of the stone is also 
considered, as there should be no 
cracks or flaws. (pictured below: 
Boulder with opal filled cracks) 

I 
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HOW OPAL 
FORMED 

The consensus among 
geologists is that almost 
all Australian gem opal 
has formed by 
precipitation of silica 
from very dilute silica 
solutions or colloidal 
suspensions, derived 
from the deep 
weathering of 
feldspathic sedimentary 
rocks under the action of 
percolating 
groundwater. 

This deep weathering is a 
chemical alteration. The feldspar 
minerals are altered to kaolinite, 
releasing silica in an aqueous 
solution or suspension which 
may collect in traps or cavities in 
the rocks. These cavities may be 
open fissures, interstices between 
particles in a conglomerate, holes 
left by dissolution of shells, 
bones, wood or inorganic 
minerals (such as gypsum and 
calcite), or hollow cores and 

~ cracks in ironstone concretions. 
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The ironstone concretions may 
be localised along the base of 
palaeochannels, on the 
downthrown side of differential 
compaction faults, or along basal 
undulations of bedding 
interfaces. The silica solution or 
suspension may have been 
concentrated by evaporation 
through the overlying sediments, 
or concentration may have been 
effected by the action of clay 
beds which in many places 
underlie the opal-bearing 
horizons, as semi-permeable 
membranes allowing the water to 
pass through but retaining the 
silica. 

Increased concentration may 
have caused the separation of 
discrete silica particles which 
aggregated by collision into 
equidimensional spheres. When 
these reached a particular size, 
they may have undergone 
undisturbed settling and 
hardening into an ordered 
arrangement which formed 
precious opal. More commonly, a 
disordered arrangement of 
spheres accumulated during 
settling forming common opal or 
'potch'. Because water is 
retained in the opal structure, · 
application of heat, or in some 
cases merely exposure to a dry 
atmosphere, can cause fractures 
to develop. 

Opaline silica is common 
throughout the leached profile of 
the Cretaceous Winton 
Formation (the geological 
formation shown on the maps), 
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which consists of feldspathic 
sandstone, siltstone, and 
mudstone. In some places, the 
matrix of the sandstone is 
replaced by opaline silica, which 
may also replace wood and 
gypsum. 

Distribution of opal 
deposits in Queensland 
is extremely wide and 
erratic in contrast to the 
relatively confined 
occurrences in New 
South Wales and South 
Australia. 

Queensland' s productive fields 
lie within a belt of Cretaceous 
sedimentary rocks - known as 
the Winton Formation - which 

Precious opal, though sometimes 
found in these modes, is most 
commonly associated with 
various forms of concretionary 
ironstone. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

railheads at Cunnamulla, 
Quilpie, Longreach and Winton, 
and encompasses the smaller 
centres of Eulo, Eromanga, 
Windorah and Jundah. Mining 
activity is concentrated mainly in 
the opal fields within the belt, 
although some scattered 
operations are outside these 
areas previously described. 

extends from the New South Staff of the Bureau of Mineral 
Wales border at Hungerford in a Resources and the University of 
northwesterly direction to New South Wales have studied 
K ynuna, a distance of about 1000 the geology of western 
kilometres. The opal belt Queensland in detail and have 
stretches to the west of the arrived at an explanation of the 
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sequence of geological events 
which were crucial to the 
formation of opal. 

During Cretaceous time, the 
sedimentary rocks of the Winton 
Formation were deposited in 
streams and lakes. A period of 
deep weathering affected these 
rocks during latest Cretaceous to 
early Eocene time (50-65 million 
years ago) causing the formation 
of the tri-layered Momey Profile 
to depths of up to 90 metres. 

In this profile an upper siliceous 
zone overlies a varicoloured 
zone, which in turn overlies a 
basal ferruginous zone. Iron 
oxides leached down from the 
overlying rocks were chemically 
precipitated as concretionary 
ironstone in the basal 
ferruginous zone. Development 
of drainage patterns saw 
sedimentation along river 
systems with fragmentation and· 
minor erosion of the Marney 
Profile along interfluves. 

A second weathering event in the 
late Oligocene (approximately 25 
million years ago) formed the 
morphologically distinct 
Canaway Profile, consisting of 
an indurated crust and mottled 
zone grading down into varying 
thicknesses of the residual older 
profile and in places merging 
laterally into it. The depth of the 
indurated kaolinitic breccia 
which formed the crust extended 
down some 10 to 15 metres, with 
the full profile extending to 

lr)r\l about 40 metres depth. Silica was 
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released during this second stage 
of weathering and migrated 
downwards as an aqueous sol. 

Where erosion had removed 
sufficient of the older profile to 
bring the basal ferruginous zone 
to within 40 metres of the 
surface, this silica was able to 
collect and precipitate as opal 
within voids in the ironstone 
host rocks. The Canaway Profile 
apparently formed along 
interfluves and may have 
developed at the same time with 
surface silcrete across adjacent 
plains mantled by quartzose 
elastics. Opal deposition and 
silcrete formation were probably 
contemporaneous. 

The crust and mottled zone of 
the Canaway cut across the 
former tri-layered arrangement 
of the parent (Morney) profile. 
The convergence of the basal 
ferruginous zone (of the Morney) 
with the indurated crust (of the 
Canaway) appears to be an 
important factor in opal 
formation. Where the crust and 
basal ferruginous zones are in 
close proximity, the host 
ironstone bodies were favourably 
located within a fluctuating 
groundwater table which 
permitted deposition and 
dehydration of siliceous material. 
Geological processes (folding, 
faulting, erosion) to the present 
day have either completely 
removed these weathered 
profiles or left remnants of them 
as flat-topped landforms (mesas) 
or low rises. 
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In early days, miners 
were hampered by the 
difficulties involved in 
hauling their basic 
equipment by pack 
horse over long 
distances to the opal 
fields, often remote from 
civilization and fresh 
water supplies. 

The amount of mining carried 
out and the territory covered by 
early prospectors indicates that 
any deficiencies in their 
equipment were more than offset 
by their unshrinking 
determination. All workings 
excavated before the 1960s were 
done by hand using pick and 
shovel, hammer and gad, and 
windlass. Although miners' 
hardships have been eased 
tremendously by modern 
machines, they must still have 
the grit of their predecessors if 
they are to succeed. 

Much sophisticated mining 
equipment has been introduced 
to the Queensland fields over the 
last two decades, the 
applicability of which is 
dependent upon how opal 
occurs in the area to be mined. 

At Y owah, where opal is found 
within small ironstone 
concretions or 'nuts' which form 
layers at depths up to 20 metres 
from the surface, old style 
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methods are still applied with 
success. These involve the 
sinking of shafts until a 
prospective layer is intersected, 
which is then explored by the 
driving of tunnels. Usually at 
least two shafts are sunk and 
connected by drives to allow 
circulation of air. 

Sinking through the very hard, 
near-surface silcrete layer in 
some cases requires the judicious 
use of explosives. However, once 
this has been penetrated, the 
weathered sediments are soft 
enough on initial exposure to be 
excavated with hand-held tools. 
After a short period of exposure, 
the sediments harden and 
timbering of shafts and drives is 
normally not necessary. 

Although it is feasible to develop 
a mine at Yowah with the basic 
hand-held mining tools, many 
miners nowadays use 'light' 
machinery such as power 
winches, mechanical hoists, 
small electric jackhammers and 
other power tools mostly driven 
by portable generators. In other 
areas with similar geological 
conditions (for example Black 
Gate, Duck Creek and Jundah) 
these mining methods are most 
applicable. The Opalton Area 
and the Yowah Extended Area 
are restricted to small scale 
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mining activities. Details of the 
conditions relating to mining 
within these areas may be 
obtained from the Mining 
Registrars at Winton (Opalton) 
and Quilpie (Yowah), or from the 
Department of Minerals and 
Energy, Brisbane. 

Rapid sinking of shafts has been 
accomplished in some areas with 
Calweld drilling rigs which are 
also an effective prospecting tool 
in previously unworked ground. 
These drills use a rotating 
toothed bucket, capable of 
drilling a hole over one metre 
diameter to depths of over 20 
metres, excavating the cut 
ground as it progresses. 

The majority of mines worked in 
recent years are large open-cut 
operations using dozers, end
loaders, back hoes and 
excavators. These machines are 
used to strip overburden from 
zones of ironstone boulder 
concretions. If these boulders 
show any evidence of 
opalisation, they are carefully 
removed from the ground and 
shipped away (in some cases by 
light aircraft) for sawing and 
dressing to provide gemstones. 

Mostly, the heavy equipment has 
been used to open up areas of 
old workings, although several 
previously unworked deposits 
have been uncovered. Mines and 
prospects of this type are 
numerous and widespread, but 
large concentrations of workings 
are found to the west and north 
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of Eromanga, to the west of 
Jundah, and south of Opalton. 

During the 1980s, mining activity 
became more widespread as 
older, better known areas were 
worked out. Increasing prices 
and ready markets for 
Queensland opal, combined with 
better access to more remote 
areas, played a part in the 
increasing spread of opal mining. 
Whilst large-scale mining has 
continued in the Quilpie
Eromanga area, in particular in 
the Pinkilla area, greater 
attention has been paid to the 
northern sector of the opal fields. 
This has seen the exploitation of 
deposits to the east and west of 
Jundah and to the south of 
Yaraka, and an enormous 
amount of activity in the region 
between Jundah and Opalton. 

Further west of Winton, large 
opencuts have been worked on 
Kurran Holding, and to the north 
towards Middleton, on Brighton 
Downs, Franklin and Chiltern 
Hills. 



Serious miners should 
realise that, geologically, 
there appears to be no 
reason why a 
considerable production 
·could not result from a 
more systematic 
working of existing fields 
and the thorough 
prospecting of large 
areas of similar country 
as yet untouched. 

In the 1970s, the application of 
geophysical prospecting to locate 
zones favourable to the 
formation of opal deposits 
(concentrations of ironstone 
concretions or bedding plane 
irregularities) was tested by 
personnel from both the Bureau 
of Mineral Resources and the 
Geological Survey of 
Queensland. Limited success 
was achieved with magnetic and 
resistivity measurements. 

Recent studies of the Lightning 
Ridge field by the New South 
Wales Department of Mineral 
Resources have indicated the 
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prospective. Other criteria are a 
relatively thick sandstone unit 
overlying an impermeable 
claystone unit near the top of the 
weathered profile and thin or 
absent Tertiary sediments or 
silcrete. This model may have 
some application to areas of 
Western Queensland. 

Buoyant prices in the late 1980s, 
allied with some changes to 
regulations governing opal 
exploration in both Queensland 
and New South Wales, have seen 
the entry into the opal industry 
of well resourced exploration 
companies working on a regional 
scale. Positive results in New 
South Wales to date have led to 
increased exploration in this 
state. 

Some success has been obtained 
with the use of aerial 
photography, and further 
developments will probably 
involve enhanced satellite 
imaging techniques. 

usefulness of studying aerial 
photographs to identify 
lineaments as an aid in the 
prediction of an area's 
prospectivity for opal. Areas 
which have a high lineament 
density, and in particular a high 
density of lineament 
intersections are considered most 
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Black Boulder F4 Goldfinger K4 
Black Gate 07 Goodmans Flat MS 
Blacks K4 Gooseberry KS 
Blue Gum L4 Gorge Mine MS 
Booka K6 Great Dragon Fly E4 
Breakfast Creek Group K4 Great Mistake L4 
Brilliant E4 
Brodies Flat M7 Hammonds K4 
Brodies Hill M7 Hausingtons K4 
Bull Creek K6 Hayricks K6 
Bung Bung K4 Heartbreak Hill K6 

Hew ego L4 
Campoven E3 Holla ways N9 
Carbine Lucky E4 Ho pal F4 
Careno K6 Horse Creek F4 
Con ways E4 Huber L4 
Coonavalla L4 
Coparella M7 Jackson's Mine E4 
Cragg Boulder Mine F4 Johnson M7 
Cunnamulla K4 
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Del to F4 Koroit N9 
Depazzie K6 Kyeenee N7 
Dingo Flat K4 
Donny' s Mine K4 Lam ans L4 
Double Barrel No. 4 K4 Last Card K6 
Dream time 07 Lightning Gully E3 
Duces Wild K6 Little Gidyea L4 
Duck Creek MS Little Wonder L4 

Little Wonder E4 
Elusive N9 Lockray K6 
Emu Creek MS Lushingtons M7 
Erda Rainbow NS 
Exhibition K4 Marble Arch K6 

Marchese L4 
Fiery Comet N9 Mascotte K4 
Fiery Cross N7 Maxi Benzine L6 
Friday Creek K4 May Day K6 

Mayneside F4 
Galilee K6 McGeorges (BOA) K4 
Gem K4 Mercedes K4 
German Georges L4 Monkey Coolah KS 
Gidgee Creek L4 Monte Carlo K4 
Gidyea Creek L4 Mud F4 
Gladstone K4 Mulcahys LS 
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Norah E4 

Old Country K4 
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SOME USEFUL 
CONTACTS 

Winton Shire Council 
7S Vindex Street (076) S7 1 lSS 

Department of Minerals 
andEnergy-
District Offices 
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Saratov K4 
Scotchman K4 
Seven Wonders L4 
Shaft Gully K4 
Sheep Station Creek MS 
Snake Jump 
Stoney Creek 
Suzanne 

Tequila Ridge 
The Buffalo 
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Top 
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Tyson's Valley 
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(07) 237 1972 

(070) S2 34S2 

Charters Towers (077) S7 1S14 

Emerald (079) 82 4011 

Georgetown (070) 62 1204 

Mareeba (070) 92 4211 

Mount Isa (077) 44 6903 

Quilpie (076) S6 1266 

Rockhainpton (079) 27 7741 

Winton (076) S71727 
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